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Introduction to Electronic Media
TEACHING EFFECTIVENESS: Course Description
This course is required for all Art and Design majors and is the prerequisite
for all Graphic Design and Interactive Multimedia major and minor
courses. Students are introduced to some of the basic design principles and
technical processes used by print and interactive designers, illustrators, and
photographers. As such, it is critical to not simply cover software skills, but
impart a design thinking mindset.
I received some valuable advice from the chair when approaching this
course: students cannot learn all of the tools before yet another “upgrade”
becomes available, so the goal should be to understand how the software
can aid in solving a communications challenge, rather than mastering a
particular technique.
Therefore the focus throughout the course is on solving problems and
communicating through design. While each assignment is structured to
make students familiar with key software used in design, the goal is not
to learn a particular program. Instead, the aim is to understand how the
software can aid the student in achieving their vision. It is easy enough to
learn a particular skill in a program, but far harder to gain the discernment
to know which technique best serves their goals.
Of course, it is still important to introduce students to each of the core
design application in the Adobe Creative Suite. Design is both art and craft,
equal parts creative vision and application of theory.
The assignments balance learning basic principles such as composition,
color, typography, and grid based organization with applications for vector
and bitmap image editing, page layout and screen based media. Exercises,
lectures, and projects focus on understanding the purpose of specific file
formats, resolution, color mode selection, and digital image rendering
techniques.
Students learn to analyze a brief, and follow the design process of concept
development, visualization, feedback and revision. During this course, one
of the skills we focus on is the students’ ability to articulate their concepts,
defend their design choices, and incorporate outside input. As a graphic
designer, or communications professional, students will need to balance
their vision with client requirements and recommendations. Learning
from the outset how to communicate about design is as valuable a skill as
communicating with design.

Example Assignments:
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Clifmon Leroy

Far Left: Tabloid Poster
Left: 1/2 US Letter Flyer
Below: Social Media

Gig Poster & Collateral
You are working for a promoter to create the marketing for an event. You
can choose a real event that is happening within the next six months or
come up with your own. Choose a real band, performer or event. You will
need to create marketing that fits the tone and enforces the overall branding
of that band, performer or event.
The main focus of the marketing is a poster to advertise the event. The main
visual focus of the poster must incorporate at least two elements that have
been combined in some way using Adobe Photoshop. This can be overlaying
photographs, incorporating scanned drawings, juxtaposing imagery, adding
texture to drawings, photographs, or text, etc. Keep this in mind when you
are coming up with your ideas.
The imagery from this poster will need to be used in different settings as well
as a printed poster. Once you are at the roughs stage, you will need to see
how your design can work in these different screen and print formats.
A promoter will distribute smaller flyers at other events they promote.
They will have social media accounts on various platforms to advertise their
events. All of these elements need to work together. Color, shape, size, and
style all help maintain consistency.

Alec Connell

For your final, I will provide you with mock-ups of social media pages that
you can place your images into for your presentation. When presenting to
clients, it is always preferable to show your designs in context. This allows
the client to fully understand how your concept will work in the real world.
You will present your finished marketing to the class, and deliver your files
in formats appropriate for print and screen use respectively.

Deliverables
1 11x17 poster
1 5.5x8.5 flyer
3 social media images
o

post images

o

social media event headers

o

icons, etc

Left: Tabloid Poster
Below: Social Media

Eli Hernandez

Mary Raker

Far Left: Tabloid Poster
Left: 1/2 US Letter Flyer
Above: Social Media
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Right: Tabloid Poster
Above: Social Media

Far Left: Tabloid Poster
Left: 1/2 US Letter Flyer
Above: Social Media

Shane Bulcamino

Carina Delgado

Right: Tabloid Poster
Below: Social Media
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Seven Icons of the Apocalypse

Michelle Morello

Invent a hypothetical disaster—a zombie outbreak, Godzilla, mutants,
Vogon construction fleet, rising oceans creating Waterworld, asteroid. Have
fun with it and be creative! Now think about what you would need to tell
someone to help them survive this disaster. Conceive, plan and design a set
of seven icons that will assist in the event of this emergency.

The Flooded
World

Using these icons as the main design elements, you will then create a wall
chart that would be hung in a fall-out shelter or aid center. This wall chart
will be informative for a survivor, and either be a deployment of your icons
as they are meant to be used, or explain your icons and how they would be
encountered in the environment.

What to
Avoid
Undertow

The Kraken

Sharks

What To
Head For
Submarines

Air Bubbles

Deliverables

Mermaids

1 11x17 poster

“Shell”ter

Dan Likhterman

7 icons as .ai file

Know Your Enemy

Brett Marx
Above: Examples of Icons
Right: Poster Implementation

HALLOWEEN NIGHT

Drakotan

Werewolf Woods

Roscewdus
Lycithian
PRIDE

The Sheds

The Old Church

GLUTTONY

Glugenvor
Greemor
GREED
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Sam Stickney

A GUIDE TO SURVIVING

LUST

When the emergency signal for immeadiate broad
cast is shown, go to your nearest space station and
follow instructions to board the spacecraft.

Alec Connell
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SLOTH

Spectrica
Veelzabrien
ENVY

The Hospital
13 Cherry Lane
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SIN OF WRATH

EMERGENCY INFO

GLOBAL DEPARTEMNT of UNNATURAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Tips to Survive
Life Underwater

You icons will be made in Adobe Illustrator as vector artwork, so they can be
scalable. Your icons should be easy to understand and identify at a variety of
sizes, like the icons on your computer and phone, or company logos.
Simplicity & visual consistency are the keys to developing a good icon set.
You can only use three colors. Choose them wisely! These colors should be
appropriate to your disaster and/or tips for survival.

Clifmon Leroy
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Personal Branding

Brett Marx

Brett Marx
Character Design

As designers and communications professionals, we are our own brand, and
must present ourselves with imagination and originality. Consider how you
would want to position yourself as an individual in a job marketplace. Some
of you already have a sense of who you are as creative practitioners, while
others might see design as an auxiliary skill in their toolbox.
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In this project, you will decide what ideas you wish to be associated with
your personal brand. You will begin by considering what general concept
or atmosphere you want your branding to convey. Sketch out how you
might arrange your name or initials to communicate the atmosphere you
identified. You can also incorporate simple geometric shapes and color.
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marxbr19@gmail.com
Instagram: @bmarx19
781-879-2233

Dan Likhterman

This will serve as your personal logotype. You can do this by hand, or in
Adobe Illustrator or Photoshop. Similar considerations apply to a logotype
as icons—simplicity & visual consistency are key. When mixing elements,
establishing visual contrast is especially important.

Dan Likhterman
Photography

Consider how you might take the brand one step further by creating a piece
of marketing in the form of a postcard. We will make the postcard in Adobe
InDesign, which allows you to integrate text and imagery.

Contact- dlikhter@gmail.com
Instagram- @mrdanlikhterman
Facebook- Dan Likhterman Photography
sites.google.com/view/danlikhtermanphotography

Think about the aim of your postcard. It could include some of your work to
serve as an advertisement of your skills. It could be something fun to remind
an employer or a client of you. It could be useful, something that would be
kept around and then associated with you when used. It could contain stock
imagery or geometric shapes and color that evokes the feeling of your brand.

Eli Hernandez

Deliverables
Eliezer Hernandez

1 double-sided postcard
1 presentation board with:
o

logotype on its own

o

front and back of postcard

twitch.tv/trapper_hat
twitter.com/trapper_hat
youtube.com/trapper_hat
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Mary Raker

Michelle Morello
Inspired by the ocean and the animals
living in it, hoping to inspire others by
what I see through the lens

Michelle Morello
Photography

Michelle Morello
Ph ot og raphy

For more Information:
978-604-6771
mmorellophotos@hotmail.com

Also Found on:
Instagram: @morellophotos
Facebook: @michellemorello
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Explore With Meston
Historic Bo

This Summer

To our new friends:

Come with me and see the authentic side of Boston. Offering tailored
experiences that fit the needs of all different families, lifestyles, and budgets.

Contact me to desgin a caterd tour based on what you want to see, and
how you want to feel while enriching yourself in the stories of Boston.
Contact me to desgin the best tour based on what you want to see, and
how you want to feel while enriching yourself in the stories of Boston.
Email: m_raker@salemstate.edu Phone: 774-437-8450
Address: 2 Hall Pond Road, Boyslton Ma O1505

From:

